FEATURES

MEET THE COLLECTION
Durable, comfortable and adaptable, our Shuttle models can be personalized to fit any setting and accommodate a wide array of tastes. Choose either a 4 leg side chair, sled base, counter stools or bariatric.

VERSATILE BY DESIGN
Lightweight and stackable, our Shuttle models are perfect for collaborative and multi-purpose settings that require frequent change overs. 4 leg models stack four high on floor and ten high on optional dolly (except stools and bariatric). Ganging brackets available.

WALL SAVER
Feature helps protect surrounding surfaces.

FRAME FINISHES
Durable powder coat in two finishes – black and silver.

WEIGHT RATING
300 lbs. on all models except Bariatric, which has 600 lbs. rating.

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES
offered by C.F. Stinson, Designtex, Maharam, Momentum and 9to5 Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided by you.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
on all structural and mechanical components. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

QUICK SHIP!
Shuttle ships in 5 days in ExpressShip upholstery, 11 plastic colors and select frame finishes.

9to5seating.com
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D3 Family of Brands

THE ULTIMATE UTILITY CHAIR
The versatile Shuttle model provides the function, reliability and comfort required for numerous environments, making it the ultimate utility chair. Shuttle was made to work within your space with its numerous customizable features. It is offered in all plastic, upholstered or mesh back options, in various standard with wall saver legs and non-marking four glides in two durable powder coat finish options.

**MIX AND MATCH**
Shuttle combines comfort with versatility. Choose either upholstered models with thousands of textile choices or plastic models for easy maintenance and cleaning. Mesh backs also available.

**BARiATRIC CHAIR**
Rated at 600 lbs. is available in fully upholstered model.

**CHOICE AND DESIGN CAPABILITIES**
Shuttle’s 2 frame finishes and 11 plastic color choices give designers great customization options.

**SOFT TOUCH ARMS**
Available in black and gray to coordinate with frame colors.

**BALLISTIC NYLON**
Back option available for added durability.

The versatile Shuttle model provides the function, reliability and comfort required for numerous environments, making it the ultimate utility chair. Shuttle was made to work within your space with its numerous customizable features. It is offered in all plastic, upholstered or mesh back options, in various standard with wall saver legs and non-marking four glides in two durable powder coat finish options.

**STATEMENT OF LINE**

**ARMS AND TABLETS**

**GLIDES AND CASTERS**

**FRAME COLORS**

**ACCESSORIES**

Three counter stool options: 24”, 27” and 30”